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NEW QUESTION: 1
Identify the correct sequence of steps in the Procure to Pay
period dose process.
A. Prepare for period dose. &gt; Run Validation/ Review and
resolve holds. &gt; Create accounting. &gt; Transfer and
review. &gt; Close the period in AP. &gt; Reconcile AP activity
for the period. &gt; Post journal entries in GL &gt; Close the
PO period.
B. Prepare for period dose. &gt; Run Validation/ Review and
resolve holds. &gt; Create accounting. &gt; Transfer and
review. &gt; Close the period in PO. &gt; Post journal entries
in GL &gt; Reconcile PO activity for the period. &gt; Close the

AP period.
C. Prepare for period dose. &gt; Run Validation/ Review and
resolve holds. &gt; Create accounting. &gt; Transfer and
review. &gt; Close the period in AP. &gt; Post journal entries
in GL &gt; Reconcile AP activity for the period. &gt; Close the
PO period.
D. Prepare for period dose. &gt; Run Validation/ Review and
resolve holds. &gt; Transfer and review. &gt; Close the period
in AP. &gt; Create accounting. &gt; Post journal entries in GL.
&gt; Reconcile AP activity for the period. &gt; Close the PO
period.
E. Prepare for period close. &gt; Run Validation/ Review and
resolve holds. &gt; Create accounting. &gt; Transfer and
review. &gt; Close the period in AP. &gt; Reconcile AP activity
for the period. &gt; Close the PO period. &gt; Post journal
entries in GL
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
What must be configured on the WLC to configure Central Web
Authentication using Cisco ISE and a WLC?
A. Use the radius-server vsa send authentication command.
B. Use the ip access-group webauth in command.
C. Set the NAC State option to RADIUS NAC.
D. Set the NAC State option to SNMP NAC.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which Citrix Profile Management feature maintains a backup of
the NTUSER.DAT file needed to recover corrupted profiles?
A. Profile Caching
B. Profile Streaming
C. Active Write Back
D. Profile Protection
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/profile-management/5/upm-intro-wr
apper-den/upm-new-features- den.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 database instance.
You create a new user named UserA.

You need to ensure that UserA is able to create SQL Server
Agent jobs and execute SQL Server agent jobs owned by UserA To
which role should you add UserA?
A. DatabaseMailUserRole
B. Securityadmin
C. SQLAgentUserRole
D. ServerGroupAdministratorGroup
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
SQLAgentUserRole is the least privileged of the SQL Server
Agent fixed database roles. It has permissions on only
operators, local jobs, and job schedules. Members of
SQLAgentUserRole have permissions on only local jobs and job
schedules that they own. Members can create local jobs.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/ssms/agent/sql-server-agen
t-fixed-database-roles
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